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One summer… 

The tiger has lost track of 
the *agile snow hare. 

Scratch!

I’ll find you 
for sure!

Huff!   

  Huff!

Where has 
it gone?

Roar! 
I’ll need to get 
some leaves to 
stop this bleeding.

In the forest...

Animal World Diversity

The Colour-Changing Rabbit 

Ouch! 

*agile: able to move quickly and easily
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The snow hare lives in *boreal and *subarctic 
forests. It is a large, wild hare with a body length 
of about 51 centimetres.

Okay. 
See you!

You’re hurt. 
I’ll take you to 
my house. Yes, thank 

you. I have 
some cuts 
on my back.Do you 

need 
some 
help?

Sha, 
sha!

Stre
tch!

At the snow hare’s house...

Ouch!

That’s a special 
herbal medicine.
You’ll feel better 
in three days.

I must really 
thank you!

My wounds have healed.
Would you like to come 
and play with me?

Keep your 
wounds dry!

Three days later.

Knock, 

  knock, 

knock! 

How are your 
wounds?

*boreal: forests in cold temperate 
regions that contain trees such as 
birch, poplar, and conifers
*subarctic: the region 
immediately south of the Arctic 
Circle; subpolar
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The snow hare’s eyes are spaced quite far apart 
from each other so it has to move its face around 
in order to see things clearly. Sometimes when it’s 
running fast, it turns its face too late and bumps 
into a wall or tree.

Look, my fur has 
turned white. 

That’s because we’ve 
*moulted. In order to 
adapt to the environment, 
all our fur turns white in 
winter. This helps us blend 
in with the snow so we 
can hide from predators. 
But in the summer, we’ll 
change our fur colour 
back to reddish-brown so 
we can blend in with our 
summer environment.

Come! Let’s race and 
see who can run faster!

Soon, winter comes...

I see…

Yikes! Here 
comes the 

tiger!

Let’s run into 
the forest and 

hide there. 

Don’t move! It will 
be hard for the tiger 
to see us amongst 
this snow!

Okay… 

They hide themselves
in a *snowdrift.

Where are you 
guys going? 

*moult: shedding old fur 
to make way for a new 
growth
*snowdrift: a bank of snow 
heaped up by the wind
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The snow hare can jump as far as 3 metres when it’s 
running fast. It can run at a speed of 50 kilometres 
per hour and is one of the fastest wild animals in the 
world. 

The snow hares 
have escaped 
again! Just my luck!

That’s strange! Why can’t 
the tiger see us here?

No wonder 
we moult in 
the winter.
This helps 
us protect 
ourselves.

The tiger cannot see 
us because, when 
we’re not moving, our 
fur looks like snow. 

That howl sounds like 
snow wolves. We’d 
better get home!

We might not be so lucky next 
time. Come on, let’s go home!

Alright. 
Whatever 
you say. 

Howl… Arh… ooo…

Why should we be 
scared? We’ve got 
snowy white fur to 
protect ourselves.  
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The snow hare’s fur is  
yellow-brown in summer, but its 

*abdomen is white. Its whole body 
is snowy white in winter, except for 
the tips of its ears and the circles  

of its eyes. These appear dark  
grey or black.

A snow hare’s ears are  
shorter than those of a rabbit. This 
is because, living in a cold region, 

the hare doesn’t need ears filled with 
*capillary vessels that *dissipate heat. 

The snow hare pulls its ears close  
to its back in order to conserve  

its body heat.

The snow hare leaps  
into the air when it’s running.  
In this way, it can see what is 

happening all around and decide the 
best way to run. When it is running, 

it can suddenly stop and make sharp 
turns or go back the way it came. 

This *agility helps it to escape from its 
predators.

See How I Change!See How I Change!

*abdomen: belly
*agility: able to move quickly  
and easily 
*capillary: fine branching blood 
vessels
*dissipate: scatter
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